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I.  Purpose and Scope

This manual describes the configuration and operation of the SEE Co. Model W302 Resonant 
Gamma-ray Spectrometer.  The W302 incorporates a dual-input Multi Channel Scaler (MCS), a 
waveform generator, a hybrid analog/digital servo amplifier, a USB interface and user-interface 
PC software.    The hardware components are housed in a single, compact box and may be used 
for many applications.  However, the W302 was designed primarily to be the core of the SEE 
Co. MS4 Resonant Gamma-ray Spectroscopy (RGS) System.  RGS is more commonly known as 
Mössbauer Spectroscopy, named for the discoverer of resonant gamma-ray absorption and 
emission, Prof. Rudolf Mössbauer (1).  Figure 1 shows a complete MS4 spectrometer except for 
the MS Windows PC.

Figure 1.  SEE Co. MS4 Spectrometer recording a Mössbauer spectrum with the sample at room 
temperature.  Components shown are (right side) W302 Resonant Gamma-ray Spectrometer, (left 
side) W202 Gamma-ray Spectrometer, (rear) VT400 Velocity Transducer and LND Kr/Co2 
Proportional Gas Counter, (front) SEI Monitor 4EC Radiation Survey Meter.  The Co-57/Rh 
Mössbauer gamma-ray source is mounted on the end of the VT400 shaft inside the radiation 
shield between the VT400 and the Kr counter. Not shown is MS Windows PC with USB 
interface and the W202 and W302 user interface software.

II.  Configuration, Specifications and General Functions

Figure 2 is a diagram of the MS4 spectrometer and also shows a block diagram of the internal 
components of the W302.  The major components of the W302 are:
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A.  Silicon Labs C8051F320 8-bit MCU with USB interface

B.  64 k Byte Dual-port RAM memory 

C.  Silicon Labs C8051F120 8-bit MCU with ADC, DAC and 32-bit counters.

D.  Analog power amp for Velocity Transducer drive coil

E.  Analog amp for Velocity Transducer pick-up coil

Figure 2.  Diagram of components of the SEE Co. MS4 Mössbauer Spectroscopy System

W302 Cables shown in Figure 2

Power 100 – 240 VAC, 50 – 60 Hz

USB Type B / Type A
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Velocity Transducer Cable

Counts In for Channel 1 and for Channel 2

Figure 3. W302 Front View

As shown in Figure 3,  the W302 has no connectors or controls on the front panel. There is a 
LED pilot light to indicate when the W302 in turned on.

Figure 4.  W302 Rear View
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The real panel of the W302 is shown in Figure 4.  From left to right the connectors are:

A.  100 - 240 VAC at 50 – 60 Hz line power  connector with ON/OFF rocker switch above.

B.  Type B USB connector

C.  15-pin Sub-D female Auxiliary output connector (This connector is not used in the 
standard MS4 setup.)

Pin outs: 
1   Analog Monitor signal (Vref, Vpu or Verror. Software selectable)
2   CAP – Channel Advance Pulse, 3.3V, 7 microseconds TTL
3   SSP – Start Sweep Pulse, 3.3V, 7 microseconds TTL
9 – 15 Ground

D.   “Counts-1 In” BNC jack for TTL input pulses for MCS 1 

E.   “Counts-2 IN” BNC jack for TTL input pulses for MCS 2

F.  9-pin sub-D female connector for the Velocity Transducer.

Pin outs:
2   Pick-up coil V+
4   Pick-up coil V-
7   Drive coil V+
8   Drive coil V-
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III.  W302 Operation as part of a SEE Co. MS4 Mössbauer Spectrometer

When used as part of the MS4 system, the W302 is very simple to install.  With the power off, 
connect all cables as shown in Figure 2. Before turning on the W302, the user interface program 
must be installed on the PC along with the driver for the USB interface.  If the PC was supplied 
with the MS4 then the W302 program and the USB drivers will have been installed and tested at 
SEE Co.  If you do need to install the USB drivers and W302 program on you PC, follow the 
instructions in the README.TXT file bundled with the installation package.

Figure 5.  Initial “Splash” Window of W302 Program

When the W302 program is executed, the first window to appear is shown in Figure 5. This 
splash screen displays a drop-down list box  with the serial numbers of all the W302 boxes 
connected to the PC.  Usually, there is only one.  The displayed serial number was sent from the 
W302 to the PC and demonstrates that the W302 is powered on and communicating properly.  
Choose the W302 you wish to use and click with the left mouse button on  “OK” to continue. 
The splash screen will close and the main window of the W302 program will open as shown in 
Figure 6.  

Figure 6.  Main window of W302 PC program.
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The main window is divided into four parts.  On the left are displayed the number of points in the 
time scan of the MCS and three Command Buttons.  In the middle are information and 
Command Buttons regarding the two spectra stored in the dual MCS.  On the right are the Save 
Data to disk button, the Get Data check box and the Exit Command Button. Table 1 lists the 
displayed parameters and Command Buttons.

Name Symbol Description

Number of Points Nt Total number of channels in the MCS time scan

Number of Active Points Na Total number of channels in which data are stored.  
Normally,  Na = Nt

Velocity Scale [mm/s] Vs Amplitude of Velocity Scan, e.g. Vs = 12 means a scan 
from -12 mm/s to +12 mm/s.  The amplitude of the scan 
depends on the particular velocity transducer used and 
the Servo Amp parameters.

Change Scale Command 
Button

Makes the change velocity scale buttons visible.

Velocity Transducer 
Monitor Command Button

Makes the Velocity Monitor plot window visible.

Velocity Transducer 
Parameters Command 
Button

Makes the servo amp parameters and dwell time 
parameter visible for editing. The servo parameters are 
shown Table 2 and discussed in Section IV.

Sweeps1, Sweeps2 The number of MCS sweeps since the data was last 
cleared.

Acquisition Time The time since the data was last cleared.

Baseline The value of the first channel in the MCS data.

Rate The count rate [counts / second ]

Channel 1 Plot, Channel 2 
Plot Command Buttons

Makes the MCS data plot (the Mössbauer spectrum) 
visible.

Clear Channel 1, Clear 
Channel 2 Command 
Buttons

Set the MCS data to zero.

Save Data Command 
Button

Writes the MCS data to the disks files 
c:\W302_data\W302_1.txt and 
c:\W302_data\W302_2.txt

Get Data Check Box Toggles the updating of the MCS data in the PC RAM 
on/off.  Note, this does not affect the data collection 
within the W302 box.

Exit Command Button Closes the W302 program on the PC.  Note, the W302 
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box will continue to collect data until it is turned off.  If 
the W302 PC program is run again, the current data in 
the W302 box will be  sent to the PC.  

Table 1.  Parameters and Command Buttons on the Main Form.

When the main window first opens, a “Please Wait” notice is displayed.  A few seconds will pass 
as the W302 box is interrogated regarding its status.  The W302 RAM memory is volatile. When 
the W302 is first turned on, items such as the number of channels and the Velocity Reference 
Waveform are set to zero.     If that is the case then the W302 PC program will download the 
required information to the W302 box.   The default values are stored as ASCII files in the W302 
folder on the PC disk drive.  These files are listed in Table 2.

ASCII File Name Content

Nt_Ndata_dt_K.txt Nt  = total number of channels in MCS time scan
( = 1024 for this version of the W302 embedded software.)

Ndata  = number of MCS channel used to store counts
( = Nt for this version of the W302 embedded software.)

dt  = MCS dwell time [ micro seconds ]
K_dr = +1 or -1 (phase factor for Velocity Drive signal)
K_pu = +1 or -1 (phase factor for Velocity Pick-up signal)

Vref.txt Vref(i) where i=1, Nt.  The  Velocity Reference Waveform is stored as a 
single column of integers with range 0 to 4095.  A velocity of 0 mm/s 
corresponds to Vref value of 2048.  This waveform is loaded into the 
RAM in the W302 box.  The default waveform is triangular with 
rounded corners and is the one displayed in this manual.  The user may 
define any waveform and copy it to Vref.txt.  Whatever waveform is 
stored in the file Vref.txt will be downloaded to the W302 box the next 
time the W302 PC program is run after the W302 box have been turned 
off and back on.  Note, the average velocity over one cycle must be 
zero which means the average value of Vref must be 2048. 
Otherwise, the average position of the motor shaft will shifted and may 
move until the shaft hits its mechanical stop.

Arr_Sc.txt Default values for Servo amp gains, bandwidth and bias.  
This file has 13 rows and 6 columns.

The columns are, left to right:
G  = software gain
Bias = bias on drive signal
P1  = digital potentiometer 1 setting, range = [0,255]
P2 =  digital potentiometer 2 setting, range = [0,255]
P3 =  digital potentiometer 3 setting, range = [0,255]
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P4 =  digital potentiometer 4 setting, range = [0,255]

The rows are numbered 0 to 12 and  correspond to the value of Vs, the 
Velocity Scale index.  The usual practice is to set the parameters for a 
given row so that the velocity transducer scans the corresponding 
velocity range.  For example, the parameter values of row 4 would set 
the velocity scan at +/- 4 mm/s.

These parameters and there relationship to the W302 servo amp are 
discussed in detail in Section IV.

Table 2.  ASCII Files used to define the default values of  the Velocity Waveform and Servo Amp 
settings.

Figure 7 shows the PC screen after the Channel 1 Plot Button and the Velocity Transducer 
Monitor Button have been clicked.  The MCS data for Channel 1 are scaled automatically to span 
the Plot Window.  Note, if the data just been cleared then the data will not be plotted until at least 
one point has a value of 100 counts or greater.  

The Velocity Transducer Monitor window has three Buttons for choosing display of the Velocity 
Reference Waveform, the Velocity Pick-up Coil signal or the Velocity Error signal.  The vertical 
scale of the Monitor Window is displayed in milliVolts and may be change by clicking on the 
“+” and “-” Buttons.  The internal Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and Digital to Analog 
Converter in the C8051F120 MCU both have 12-bit resolution and a reference Voltage of 2.42 
Volts.  Hence the Vref waveform is stored as integers within the range 0 to 4,095 which 
corresponds to a Voltage range of 0 V to +2.42 V.
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Figure 7.  Screen with Main Window, Channel 1 Data Plot Window and Monitor Window.
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Figure 8. Servo Amp Parameters Displayed

Clicking the Velocity Transducer Parameters button will cause the servo amp parameters to be 
displayed as shown in Figure 8.  Also displayed is the MCS dwell time “dt” in units of 
microseconds.  Clicking the Velocity Transducer Parameters button again will close the Servo 
Parameters display.  The value in the white boxes may be edited. Clicking OK will cause the 
Servo Parameters display to close.  Then the servo amp parameters values and the dt value will 
be updated in the W302 RAM via the USB connnection, the MCS data cleared and the data 
collection started. The default valued stored in the disk file Nt_Ndata_dt_K.txt are not changed.

When the W302 is used with a SEE Co VT400 Velocity Transducer, the servo parameters stored 
in the Arr_Sc.txt file will have been optimized at SEE Co.  No changes should be required.  The 
servo parameters are discussed in detail in Section IV.

Figure 9.   Velocity Transducer Error Signal

Figure 9 shows the Velocity Error signal “Verr”.  In this example, the peak to peak amplitude is 
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approximately 18 mV with observed noise of approximately 2 mV.  The least significant bit of 
the 12 bit ADC corresponds to ( 2.42 V / 4,095) = 0.6 mV.  The 0.6 mV steps can be seen in 
Figure 9.

Figure 10.  Changing the Velocity Scale.

The range of the velocity scan may be changed by clicking on the “Change Scale” button.  Left 
and Right arrows and an “OK” button will appear.  Click on the arrows to choose the desired and 
then click “OK”.  The data in both MCS 1 and MCS 2 will be cleared and the data acquisition 
started.
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IV.    Discussion of the Servo Loop

IV.A  Servo Amplifier Circuit

As mentioned above,  when the W302 is used with the SEE Co. VT400 velocity transducer the 
parameters in the Arr_Sc.txt file will have factory set defaults that cause the servo amp to drive 
the VT400 over the nominal velocity range of +/- Vs.  Situations arise that require custom 
settings of the servo parameters.  Examples are the need for a larger than +/- 12 mm/s scan range 
or the use of a different velocity transducer with the W302.  Here the servo loop design and 
adjustment of the parameters are discussed in detail.

Figure 11.  Simplified Schematic of the W302 hybrid (analog/digital) Servo Loop for
control of the linear velocity transducer.  A detailed schematic is shown in Appendix A.  Note, in 
Figure 11, “Vz” refers to the ADC input Voltage level and the DAC output Voltage level that 
corresponds to zero velocity.  This DC Voltage level is 2.42 V as defined by a Voltage reference 
device in the C8051f120 MCU.  In Appendix A, “Vz” is denoted by “Vref”.  Op Amp U1 has supply 
Voltage +5V and 0V. Op Amps U4 and U4 have supply Voltage +12V and 0V.

A linear velocity transducer consists of a drive device and a velocity sensor, both mounted on the 
same motor shaft.  The drive device is usually a “drive coil” that is in a constant magnetic field.  
When the drive amplifier causes current to flow in the drive coil, a force proportional to that 
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current will act on the motor shaft.  At low frequencies, ~ < 1,000 Hz,  the motor shaft is rigid 
and the Velocity Pick-up Coil (VPC) moves in phase with the Drive Coil.  The VPC is also in a 
magnetic field created by a second magnet separate from the drive coil magnet.  The Voltage 
across the VPC will be proportional to the product of the velocity of the coil perpendicular to the 
field and the total magnetic flux through the coil.  A perfect velocity sensor will have the value of 
the total flux independent of the position of the VPC.  Such a sensor is linear.  A real velocity 
sensor will have flux that depends slightly on the VPC position.  This flux variation will 
contribute to the non-linearity of the velocity sensor.  To avoid distortion of Mössbauer line 
shapes the overall non-linearity pf the velocity scan should be less than 0.1%.

Depending on the shaft material and shape plus the amount of attached mass, at some higher 
frequency, usually more than 10 kHz,  the shaft is not rigid and can oscillate in a “breathing” 
mode.  At that frequency, the motion of the VPC is out of phase with the Drive Coil.  This 
situation could cause oscillation in the servo loop at that frequency and should be avoided.  See 
Section IV.C.

The W302 servo amp is a hybrid analog/digital circuit.  The amplified Velocity Pick-up Coil 
voltage,  VPU, is sampled by the ADC one per MCS dwell time, dt.  Then the Drive Voltage, 
VDR , is calculated by the 8051 MCU as outline below and the amplified Drive Voltage, G*VDR,  
is converted to an analog signal by the 12-bit DAC.  The control and data acquisition loop 
requires less than 30 microseconds.  Thus, the lower limit of the W302 dwell time is 30 
microseconds.  The Nyquist frequency defined by the sampling time, dt, is 1 / (2*dt).

The drive coil Voltage, VDR , is given by

VDR = - 4 G G1C VERR

where

4 = gain of push-pull power amp U4 and U5

G = software gain factor that is set in the W302 PC program

G1C = gain of op amp U1C

VERR = error Voltage =  G1A G1B VPU   -  VREF

VPU =  Velocity Pick-up Coil Voltage

G1A = gain of op amp U1A

G1B = gain of op amp U1B

The op amps of U1 have open-loop bandwidth gain product on the order of 1 MHz.  Since the 
Drive Coil and the VPC are mounted on the same shaft, the configuration shown in Figure 11 is a 
negative feedback loop or “servo” loop.

There are four digital 100 k Ohm potentiometers in the W302 servo amplifier.  Digital pots 
function the same as mechanical pots except the “wiper” connection is controlled by integer 
valued number loaded into an 8 bit register via a serial interface. The digital pots are labeled 
DP1, DP2, DP3 and DP4 in Figure 11.  The wiper values, P1, P2, P3 and P4, are integers with 
range 0 to 255. The default values of  P1, P2, P3 and P4 are defined in the Arr_Sc.txt file.  Given 
a particular value of P1, the resistance of DP1 is given by
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DP1 =  ( P1 / 255 ) 100 k Ohm

The low frequency gains of the various amplifiers are given by

G1A =  - DP2 / R2  
= - 100 k Ohm (P2 / 255) / 20 k Ohm  
=  - P2 / 51

G1B  =  - DP1 / R3  
= - 20 k Ohm  / ( 100 k Ohm (P1 / 255) )  
=  - 51 / P1 

GV    =  G1A G1B   
=  P2 / P1                        (Velocity Pick-up Coil Voltage gain)

G1C  =  - DP3 / DP4  
= - 100 k Ohm (P3 / 255) / ( 100 k Ohm (P4 / 255)  )
=  - P3 / P4

GD    = - 4 G G1C 
=  4 G P3 / P4                      ( Drive gain )

IV.B  Setting the Range of the Velocity Scan

A given velocity transducer will have a fixed velocity sensor (pick-up coil) sensitivity, S, given 
in milli-Volts per mm/s of the motor shaft velocity.  Typically, S will have a value on the order of 
20 mV/mm/s.  In the W302 RGS unit, the velocity reference waveform is stored in RAM as an 
array of integers with a range of 0 to 4,095.  This range corresponds the output range of the 12-
bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) that converts the amplified analog velocity signal, GV 

Vpu ,to a number.  The ADC full scale input voltage is defined by a 2.42 V reference in the 
MCU.  An analog input of 0 V to the ADC yields an output value of 0.  An analog input of 2.42 V 
yields 4,095 ADC output.  The VPC amplifiers are biased so that zero motor shaft velocity 
creates a 1.21 V input to the ADC which corresponds to ADC output of 2,048.

The velocity reference waveform, Vref, normally has a peak-to-peak amplitude that provides 
some margin relative to the 0 to 4095 range of the ADC output.  If that margin is 10%, then the 
range of Vref will be from 400 to 3700 and correspond to a analog input range of (3300/4095) 
2.42V = 2.0 V.  The velocity scan range, RV, will be equal to this 2.0 V divided by GV S.  

RV    =  2.0 V / (GV S)   
=  (2.0 V / S )  ( P1  / P2 )

For example,  if the desired velocity scan range is +/- 10 mm/s and S = 20 mV/mm/s then

Rv = 20 mm/s  =  ( 2.0 V / 0.02 V/mm/s) / ( P1 / P2) = 100 mm/s ( P1 / P2 )
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and

Gv = P2 / P1 = 5

If a range of +/- 50 mm/s ( Rv = 100 mm/s ) was required, P2 and  P1 would be changed so that 
Gv = 1.

Another example is given by the parameters shown in Figure 8.  There Rv = 24 mm/s and P2 / P1 
= 5.1.  So, S = 16 mV / mm/s for that velocity transducer.

Since Rv is directly proportional to  P1 , it is convenient to set all the default values of P2 in the 
Arr_Sca.txt file to some convenient value and set the P1 for each range to a value proportional to 
the desired Rv .  Figure 12 shows example Ar_Sc.txt file content.  For the SEE Co MS4 
Spectrometer, the values of P1 and P2 are usually set so that the  Velocity Scale Index indicates 
Rv / 2 in [mm/s].
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0 0  0  1 0 1

2 0 4  230 10 10

4 0 8 230 10 10

6 0 12 230 10 10

8 0 16 230 10 10

10 0 20  230 10 10

12 0 24 230 10 10

14 0 28 230 10 10

16 0 32 230 10 10

18 0 36  230 10 10

20 0 40 230 10 10

22 0 44 230 10 10

24 0 48 230 10 10

G Bias  P1 P2 P3  P4 

SEE Co 2012

Figure 12.  Example Ar_Sc.txt file for W302 

IV.C Servo Loop Gain and Bandwidth

As given above, the magnitude of Verr is

|VERR | = |VDR / ( 4 G G1C ) | = |Vdr / GD|

If all the components in the servo loop were perfectly ideal with no time delay between input and 
output  then |VERR | could forced to a arbitrarily small value by increasing  GD appropriately.  
However, all electronic and mechanical components have some finite delay is their response.  
For a given frequency sinusoidal excitation that time delay causes a phase shift of the output 
relative to the input.  A servo loop's performance depends critically on the frequency dependence 
of the gain and phase shift around the loop. ,If for a particular frequency the total unwanted 
phase shift is 180 degrees and the loop gain is greater than or equal to one then the servo 
mechnism will oscillate at that frequency without regard for control signal.

Positive feedback – PA system howl: First heard in 1915 by Jensen and Pridham (ref. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_address )

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_address
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Appendix A.         W302 Schematic Diagram
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